Year 7 Art & Design

Semester
1
Term 1

Term 2
Term 3
Semester
2
Term 1
Term 2
Term 3

Content
• H&S in Art and Design
• Formal elements of Art
• Paul Klee
• Vincent Van Gogh
• Written analysis of work
• Visual analysis of work of Van Gogh
• Converting 2D to 3D drawing
• Colour theory
• Introduction to wet media
Content
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Colour relationships
Transfer printing techniques
Wassily Kandinsky
Refining ideas
Using music as an influence in Art
Abstract art
Alexander Calder
Creating 3D outcomes
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Assessment
•

Skills assessment week 6

•

Skills assessment week 14

•

Skills assessment week 20

Assessment
•

Skills assessment week 6

•

End of year assessment
week 12

•

Skills assessment week 19

Year 7 – Design & Technology
Students will rotate around the below projects through
the course of the academic year

Rotation

Content

Food

• How to work safely in a kitchen
• Different sections of the oven
• Hygiene in the kitchen
• Physical and chemical hazards in the kitchen
• Cooking a range of breakfast dishes
Needle and pin pack project
• Health & safety, and important equipment
• Natural and manufactured fibres
• Designing reflecting the work of others
• Hand stitching techniques
• Textile embellishments
• Pattern cutting
• Making a needle and pin pack
Lamp project
• Design strategies
• Designing for a user
• Basic electronics
• Soldering
• Use of CAD/CAM
Pen pot project
• Iterative design cycle
• Designing for a user
• Using hand tools
• Working with timbers
• Wood joints
• Assembly of products
• Timber finishes

Textiles

Electronics

Product
Design
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Assessment
•

Written assessment week 6

•
•

Written assessment week 6
Final product assessed

•
•

Written assessment week 6
Final product assessed

•
•

Written assessment week 6
Final product assessed

Year 7 – Drama/Dance
Semester
Term 1
Matilda

Term 2
Street dance

Term 3
Millions Play

Term 4
Free Running

Content

Assessment
Students to create an assessment
piece in preparation for assessment
lesson.

•

Characterisation.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Devising
Role on the wall
Hot seating.
Flashback
Role-play
Facial expressions
Body language

•

Street dance style

•

Energy and unison

•

Understand the term stimulus

•

visual stimulus.

•

Understand the word dynamics

•

Dynamics

•

Musicality

•

Music time signature

•

Rhythm

•

Pace

•

Tempo

•

Use of voice

•

Mime

Students to perform assessment
pieces to teacher and class.
Teacher to give verbal feedback
and written feedback on evaluation
sheets.

•
•

Unison
Know the meaning of the key term visual
stimulus

Rehearsal. Recap and work on
targets from teacher feedback and
peer assessment.

•

Transitions

•
•

Trust
Canon.

Performance opportunity for
students.

Students to perform assessment
pieces to teacher and class.
Teacher to give verbal feedback.
Written feedback given on
evaluation sheets.
Students to formally set evaluate
their performance and set
themselves targets for the next
dance project.

Students to use cross-cutting to
switch between three short scenes
in Millions. Students to analyse and
evaluate performances.

The students are required to work
in groups and therefore they must
learn to respect others. This will
mean listening and contributing
positively to group work. The
students are also required to
perform at the end of each topic
and therefore, the students will
respect those performing at the
time and applaud the performance.
Term 5
Arabian
Nights

•
•
•

Exploring using gesture, voice and movement
Using body as prop
Narration
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Perform in groups for assessment.

2

Term 6
Bollywood

•
•

Experimenting with rhythm, pace and tempo
Characterisation

Students to complete evaluation
sheets for homework.
Students to perform assessment
pieces to teacher and class.
Teacher to give verbal feedback
and written feedback on evaluation
sheets.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key features of Bollywood dance explored
Coordination
Pathways
Formation
Facial expression
Dynamics
Isolation

Spotlighting groups.
Peer assessment setting targets for
improvement.
Be able to explore Bollywood
movements using different body
parts.
Know how to create your own
movement material in the
Bollywood Style.
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Year 7 – English
Semester 1 Content

Assessment

Term 1

Heroes and Villains
Hamlet Mastery Mornings

Shakespeare’s Hamlet ‘Claudius’
Assessment

Term 2

Dracula Playscript
Twelfth Night Mastery Mornings

Bram Stoker’s Dracula Writing
Assessment

Term 3

Private Peaceful
King Lear Mastery Mornings

Michael Morpurgo’s Private
Peaceful Reading Assessment

Semester 1 Content

Assessment

Term 4

Private Peaceful
Nature Poetry Mastery Mornings

Michael Morpurgo’s Private
Peaceful Writing Assessment

Term 5

Characterisation through Lesser Heard Literary Voices
Classic Characters from Victorian England Mastery
Morning

End of Year Assessment

Term 6

Sinister Story Writing
Speeches and Speech Writing Mastery Morning

Creative Writing Assessment
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Year 7 – Geography

Semester 1

Content

Term 1

How has geography affected my local area?
• Local mining industry
• The global shift
• Deprivation
• The North South Divide
• Regeneration
How has physical geography shaped Europe?
• The Ice Age
• How glaciers form
• Glacial evidence
• Iceland’s tectonics
How is Asia being transformed?
• Climate in Asia
• Opportunities and challenges of a monsoon
• Biomes
• Population
• Urbanisation
• Transformation in China and wider Asia

Term 2

Term 3

Semester 2

Content

Term 1

Africa – a continent of contrasts?
• Physical landscape
• Africa’s past
• Development
• Inequality
• Biomes
Onsite fieldwork: Know your place
• Fieldwork methods
• Human and physical data collection
• Data representation

Term 2

Term 3

How has the world changed since I started Manor?
• Natural hazards this year
• Geopolitical changes this year
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Assessment

Assessment

Year 7 – History

Semester Content
1
Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Chronological understanding.
• What is History.
• Understanding time.
• Understanding development.
Medieval Britain.
• Medieval Life – Men and Women.
• Medieval life – Town and Village.
• Who should be King 1066.
• Battle of Hastings.
• Harrying of the North.
• Motte and Bailey Castles.
Medieval Britain.
• Black Death.
• Thomas Becket.
• Magna Carta.
• Peasants Revolt.

Semester Content
2
Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Assessment

Tudor & Stuarts.
• Early Modern Overview.
• Life in Early Modern Britain.
• Henry VIII & Reformation.
• Who should follow Henry VIII?
Tudor & Stuarts.
• Bloody Mary.
• Gunpowder Plot.
• Battles of the Civil War.
• Execution of Charles.
• Oliver Cromwell.
People and Power in 1750-1900.
• Industrial Britain Introduction.
• Black Britons in the Industrial Age.
• Social changes in Mansfield during the 19th century.
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Assessment

Year 7 – ICT / Computing
Semester

Content

Semester 1
Term 1

Assessment
.

GLE Testing & Digital Term 1 & 2 Literacy
• Accessing the school system, including user area
and emails.
• Creating Office files and saving correctly.
• Basic PPt skills including image insertion, version management,
links, animations, transitions.
• Impact of ICT as PPt context.

Base line testing

• Collaborating online respectfully,
• Recognise respectful emails and documentation,
• Effective presentation, cyber bullying,
Term 2

• Accessing the school system, including user area and emails.
• Creating Office files and saving correctly.
• Basic PPt skills including image insertion, version management,
links, animations, transitions.
• Impact of ICT as PPt context.

End of unit
Assessment

• Collaborating online respectfully,
• Recognise respectful emails and documentation,
• Effective presentation, cyber bullying,
Term 3

Networks from semaphores to the Internet
• Hardware requirements for network
• Wired and wireless connections
• How data travels
• World Wide Web and Internet

End of unit
Assessment

Term 1

Gaining support for a cause
• Software features
• Creative Commons licensing
• Referencing and plagiarism
• Critique digital content and credibility

End of unit
Assessment

Term 2

Spreadsheet modelling
• Cell references and formulae
• Absolute cell referencing and advanced functions.
• Difference between data and information
• Difference between primary and secondary sources of data
Graphs and Charts
Introduction to programming in scratch
• What is a sequence
• Selection
• Operators
• Concept of iteration
• Developing problem-solving skills
• Simple conversion techniques.
• Data Units

End of unit
Assessment

Semester 2

Term 3
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End of unit
Assessment

Year 7 – Maths
Semester 1 Content
Term 1

1. Sequences.
2. Understand and use algebraic notation.
3. quality and equivalence.

Assessment
•

•

Term 2

4. Place value and ordering integers and decimals.
5. Fraction, decimal and percentage equivalence.

•

•

Term 3

6. Solving problems with addition and subtraction.
7. Solving problems with multiplication and
division.
8. Fractions and percentages of an amount.

Semester 2 Content
Term 4

9. Operations and equations with directed number.
10. Addition and subtraction of fractions.

•

•

11. Constructing, measuring and using geometric
notation.
12. Developing geometric reasoning.

Short assessment midway
through the term that
assesses introductory
knowledge of unit 4.
Summative assessment at
the end of term of units 1
through 5.
Short assessment midway
through the term that
assesses introductory
knowledge of unit 6.
Summative assessment at
the end of term of units 6
and 5.

Assessment
•

•

Term 5

Short assessment midway
through the term that
assesses introductory
knowledge of unit 1.
Summative assessment at
the end of term of units 1, 2
and 3.

•

Short assessment midway
through the term that
assesses introductory
knowledge of unit 9.
Summative assessment at
the end of term of units 6
through 10.
Short assessment midway
through the term that
assesses introductory
knowledge of unit 11.

•

Term 6

13. Developing number sense.
14. Sets and probability.
15. Prime numbers and proof.

Summative assessment at
the end of term of units 11
and 12.
16. Short assessment midway
through the term that
assesses introductory
knowledge of unit 13.
•
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Summative assessment at
the end of term of whole
content covered in year 7.

Year 7 – Modern Foreign Languages
Semester

Content

Semester 1
Term 1

Assessment
.

Let’s introduce ourselves
• Learning about France / French speaking countries
• Greetings
• Saying how you are
• Phonics- pronouncing key sounds, alphabet
• Days of the week
• Numbers and ages (1-31)
• Months, dates, and birthdays
What do you have?
• To have in the present tense
• I don’t have
• I would love to have / I would like to have
• school equipment
• brothers and sisters
• pets
• colours
My family
• Higher numbers (age)
• Hair and eyes
• family members
• “to be” in the present tense
• negative form of “to be” (I am not…)
• nationalities
• physical description (big / small / medium-sized/ thin / large)
• When I was little, I had …
• Using qualifiers with adjectives to enhance descriptions

End of unit
assessment

Term 1

My school
• Talking about your school
• School subjects
• Talking about likes and dislikes
• Giving opinions and justifications using “because”
• Present tense of different verbs
• Talking about a typical day in a French and Spanish school
• Time
• When I was little, I went to primary school …
• In the future I would like to study …
• My ideal school would have / would be …

End of unit
Assessment

Term 2

My free time
• “to play” in the present tense
• “to do/make” in the present tense
• Using negative form of verb (not)
• Sports
• Using like / for example
• Other leisure activities such as “I listen to music”
• To love + infinitive
• Extended opinions “I think that”, “I believe that” and “in my opinions »
• Talking about what others do
• Frequency
• After + time
• Using “where”
• Weather and seasons
• Before I played / I did … but today…

End of unit
Assessment

Term 2

Term 3

End of unit
Assessment

End of unit
Assessment

Semester 2
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Term 3

Where do you live?
• Places in town
• Saying what there is and what there isn’t in your town
• Directions (to go)
• Before there was … but now …
• Giving opinions about your town
• Use of “where one can” + infinitive to extend sentences
• Activities in town
• “to go” in the present tense
• Using prepositions
• Use “for” to talk about purpose (I am going to the restaurant in order
to eat)
• Saying what you are going to do
• Immediate future
• Next weekend
• Plans for a special weekend

.
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End of unit
Assessment

Year 7 – Music
Semester

Content

Assessment

Autumn 1

Elements of Music - an exploration of the foundations of
all music through the elements that are the building
blocks for the art form, this will be explored through
musical games, activities, keyboard work as well as
through the exploration and use of Graphic Scores

An interpretation of a Graphic
Score correctly using the elements
of music

Autumn 2

Keyboard Skills and Notation Pt.1 – Initial training on the
keyboard [layout, playing techniques] and training in the
basics of music staff notation

Notation identification assessment
Performance of a set piece

Spring 1

Keyboard Skills and Notation Pt.2 – Continued initial
training on the keyboard [layout, playing techniques] and
training in the basics of music staff notation

Performance of a set piece

Spring 2

Instruments of the Orchestra – An exploration of the
various instruments and instrument families that make up
the modern orchestra

Critical listening and written
assessment

Summer 1

Musical Theatre Pt.1 – An introduction to musical theatre,
exploring types of musicals, characters, elements of the
theatre and the music and songs contained within a
musical. This will be learned using Shrek the Musical as a
set study and ‘Story of My Life’ as a study piece.

Group Performance of ‘Story of My
Life’
And/or

Pop Music: Blues – An exploration of the origins of
Popular music through the study of the history and
musical features/techniques of Blues music.

Performance of 12 bar blues,
walking bass line and blues scale

Summer 2

.
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Written/listening assessment

Year 7 Physical Education

Semester

Content

Assessment

1

6 week / half term rotation:
Development of skill, knowledge and understanding
within a rotation of the following activities
• Hockey
• Rugby
• Football
• B/Ball
• Gymnastics
• Trampolining
• Fitness
• Leadership

Knowledge and understanding – as
outlined in each activity booklet

6 week / half term rotation:
Development of skill, knowledge and understanding
within a rotation of the following activities
• Hockey
• Rugby
• Football
• B/Ball
• Gymnastics
• Trampolining
• Fitness
• Leadership

Knowledge and understanding – as
outlined in each activity booklet

6 week / half term rotation:
Development of skill, knowledge and understanding
within a rotation of the following activities
• Cricket
• Rounders
• Athletics

Knowledge and understanding – as
outlined in each activity booklet

2

3
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Practical related to each individual
activity

Practical related to each individual
activity

Practical related to each individual
activity

Year 7 Religious Education

Semester 1 Content
1

Assessment

What does belief mean to me? Enquiry: Why believe in
God? Or why be an atheist
•
•
•
•
•

Christianity -Jesus and God
Islam -Allah and Muhammad
Judaism -Abraham
Buddhism - Siddhartha
Hinduism- Gods and Goddesses

2

Enquiry what is the history of belief in the UK and Is
religion Dying or growing or both?
• Religion in the Middle Ages
• Religion in Tudor and Stuart times
• Religion in the 19th century
• Religion in the 20th and 21st centuries
• Thomas Becket and Henry II

3

Enquiry : Where do we find wisdom to live by?
• The Bible – Christian sacred texts Qur’an- Islam
Holy texts
• Torah scroll- Judaism sacred texts
• Buddhist sacred texts
• The Vedas -Hindu sacred texts

Semester 2 Content

Assessment

1

School enquiry: what religious festivals are celebrated and
why?
• Diwali – Hindu festival
• Christmas – Christian festival
• Hajj -Islam festival
• Holi- Hindu festival
Hanukkah- Jewish festival

2

What is it like to be a Christian or Muslim in Britain today?
• Belonging -Christianity and Islam
• Life as Christian or Muslim in Britain today
comparisons

3

Enquiry: Are the ideas of science and
compatible?
• Christianity –Creation
• Scientific research –Big bang
• Christianity -stewardship
Scientific research- Looking after our planet
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Religion

Year 7 – Trilogy Science

Semester Content
1

Assessment

Cells
• Living processes
• Cells structures, sizes and microscopy
• Diffusion
Space week
Cells to organ systems
• The circulatory and digestive system
• Gas exchange
• The skeletal and muscular system
• The effect of exercise
Substances and mixtures
• Using a Bunsen burner
• Observations
• Soluble and insoluble substances
Separating solutions
• Distillation and filtration
• Chromatography and purity
Forces
• Balanced and unbalanced forces
• Friction
• Energy stores and transfer including thermal energy
Moving by force
• Speed and motion
Variation
• Species
• Continuous and discontinuous variation

Assessment 1
100% sheet
assessment

Semester Content
2

Assessment

Term 1

• Fossil collection
Classification
• Classifying organisms

Assessment 4
100% sheet
assessment

Chemical reactions and materials
• Polymers
• Types of reactions
Simple electric circuits
• Making circuits
• Resistance and static electricity
Solar system and beyond
• The planets and solar system
• The nights sky
• Gravity
• Days and seasons

Assessment 5
100% sheet
assessment

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Health, disease and lifestyle
• Disease
• Diet and exercise
• Pathogens
Elements and compounds
• Atoms, molecules, compounds and mixtures
Term 2

Term 3
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Assessment 2
100% sheet
assessment

Assessment 3
End of
semester
synoptic Trust
test

Assessment 6
End of year
synoptic Trust
test

